
electric shuttle for inner-city and airport applications

e-Shuttle



HIGHLIGHTS
e-Shuttle
Inner-city and last-mile operation as well as 
passenger transport on airports belong to the 
operational spectrum of the eShuttle. Cost- 
efficient electric and environmentally friendly  
transport for up to 60 people allow multi- 
purpose usage of the eShuttle.  

Fast charging within minutes allows the optimi-
zation of the battery pack size. The eShuttle is 
homologated for on-road and public transport 
applications (M3) and is capable of climbing 
slopes of up to 25%.

Low noise & zero emission.



COMPONENTS & SYSTEMS
  
The chosen battery technology and the related  
possibilities or restrictions are among the most crucial 
factors when it comes to determinants like sustainability, 
energy efficiency and total cost of ownership (TCO). The 
option to fast-charge the batteries enables a shift in focus 
from autonomy per full charge to an optimized charging 
interval, which results in the possibility to operate the 
vehicle all day long without an excessive amount of heavy 
and costly battery packs. 

The available LTO (Lithium Titanate Oxide) as well as the 
MpCO (Lithium, nickel, manganese) technology enable:

 -> fast-charging of the entire battery pack within 12 to 20 minutes (3C - 5C)
 -> the long-term use of batteries without relevant efficiency losses (8.000 to 15.000+ full cycles)
 -> operation and charging at a wide temperature range (-30° bis +55° C in case of LTO)
 -> the actual use of the nominal battery capacity (up to 98% DoD, depth of discharge)
 -> the safe operation of the vehicle, as especially the LTO cells are hardly inflammable

A light and modular body, the use of high quality  
materials and a purpose-developed electric drive train 
result in a vehicle category of its own in terms of overall 
efficiency and customer perception. 

A lot of light on the inside of the vehicle, a see-through 
glass roof or a semi-transparent photovoltaic glass roof 
and the availability of various heating and air conditioning 
options, turn the eShuttle into a highly versatile passenger 
transport solution.  

Li-Ion Battery Pack

Modular & Light weight body design



Model MK II - 200 Mk II - 400 Mk II - 600

Dimensions

Length | Width | Height [m]

Curb weight | Permissible Gross Vehicle Weight [t]

Turing radius without rear-wheel steering [m]

Entry height in parking position [m] 

5.40  | 2.30 | 3.15

5.9 | 14.00

7.30

0.25 - 0.30

6.90  | 2.30 | 3.15

7.5 | 14.00 

9.40

0.25 - 0.30

8.40  | 2.30 | 3.15

9.5 | 14.00

11.50

0.25 - 0.30

Drive train & Performance  

Norm speed [km/h] and gradeability (%)

Nominal voltage [V]

Battery capacity [kWh]

On-board charging

Range-extender 

Suspension system 

Brake system 

80

650

42 - 84  | 59 - 118

22 kW/h on-board 

optional

Air suspension

ECE 2-circuit + recuperation

80

650

42 - 126 | 59 - 177

22 kW/h on-board

optional

Air suspension

ECE 2-circuit + recuperation

80

650

84 - 168 | 118 - 236

22 kW/h on-board

Solar panels on the roof

Air suspension

ECE 2-circuit + recuperation

Body & Equipment 

Passenger capacity, standing [pax @ 75 kg/person] 

Seating capacity  

Door type  

Floor configuration

Wheelchair ramp 

Infotainment 

30

various (up tp 8)

e plug-sliding

low-floor

manual or automatic 

all options available

54

various (up to 14)

e plug-sliding

low-floor

manual or automatic

all options available

60

various (up to 20)

e plug-sliding

low-floor

manual or automatic

all options available

Applications Inner-city (last-mile) and inter-city public transport, Commuter and shuttle services of all kinds; Airport applications (Land-
side and air-side incl. crew, VIP und PRM); Campus, parks and ressorts of all kinds; Special applications (hospitality) 

The specification includes optional items and it subject to changes without prior notice.   

MODEL OVERVIEW



EQUIPMENT & SOLUTIONS
  
The combination of modern interior concepts and consequent low-floor designs makes it possible to configure the eShuttle for its particular use case. 
Complementary digital and infotainment systems further enhance the passenger experience and enable the operator to tap into new revenue streams.  
 

Fast opening and space-saving “rapid-slid-
ing” doors with integrated air curtains 
facilitate fast and energy saving aacces-
sibility.

Modern seating concepts and layouts make the eShuttle an optimal vehicle for passenger transport of 
all kinds, including inner-city, crew, VIP and PRM solutions. Moreover, the cost effective eShuttle makes 
the change to an all-electric operation economically viable. 

The digital integration into an eco-system of auxiliary solutions offers advantages to both passengers and 
operators. Among the most important systems are:

 -> Integrated fleet and charging management systems (optimization of routes and charging intervals)
 
 -> On-demand & responsive routing to minimize inefficiencies in daily operation in less frequented areas
 
 -> Digital and targeted marketing on the inside and the outside of the vehicle, utilizing technologies like geo-tagging
 



Component / System                                                 Supplier / Type

Battery system 

Electric motor 

Drive axle  

Driver’s working place & steering 

HVAC 

Door system

Wind screen  

Passenger seats 

MpCO (Li-Ion NMC) with 8,000 full cycles

92/150 kW, 650 V nominal voltage

Integrated electric drive axle with 4-stage automatic gearbox 

Continental DWP+ and power steering

Electric with 24 kW cooling & 18 kW heating capacity (heat pump) 

Plug-Sliding doors (2-leaf)

Laminated and heatable

ECE conform seats (various options)

Microvast, FP3 Packs 

 eVersum

eVersum

Continental | Bosch

eVersum

Tamware, 2L

FinnLamex

various

Further information

Vehicle construction

Design and comfort 

Functionality in operation 

Safety 

The steel structure of the vehicle is self-supporting and integrates the drive motor(s) in the rear segment of the vehicle chassis. In order to 
optimize the center of gravity and the driving performance, as well as safety, the battery packs are positioned in the vehicle floor.

The body of the vehicle is built in a modular manner and based on carry-over parts, which reduces spare parts complexity. The fully walk-
through low-floor permits maximum flexibility when it comes to the seat layout.   

In terms of exterior as well as interior design, eVersum sets new standards. A lot of light inside the vehicle, an optional panorma roof, 
high-quality vinyl floors in various surface optics and a custom-designed dashboard embedding the driver’s working place, distinguish eVer-
sum’s eShuttle clearly from competitors.    

Audio-visual passenger information systems, cash register or payment collection systems and other functional systems can be integrated in 
the vehicle according to customer demands. A wheelchair ramp (manual or automatic) integrated in the vehicle floor can be offered as well.  

The mirror-replacement system (Orlaco Stoneridge) increases road safety in all weather conditions and helps reduce accidents. 

The specification includes optional items and it subject to changes without prior notice.     

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 



LAYOUT  
  

Sample layout of an eShuttle MK II - 600 with 8.4 m length 
 



www.eversum-mobility.com // info@eversum-mobility.com

        eVersum mobility solutions GmbH // Parkring 1, 8074 Grambach bei Graz, Austria
        eVersum technologies d.o.o. // Limbuska cesta 2, 2341 Limbus (Maribor), Slovenia

Group companies of eVersum Beteiligungs GmbH // Hochegg 2, 4596 Steinbach an der Steyr, Austria
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